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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we introduce online-offline an identity-typed signature scheme for a wireless sensor network. 

Because of major cut in computing time, the proposed scheme is more appropriate for a wireless sensor network 

setting with strictly limited resources. One of the interesting characteristics of the proposed scheme is that it 

gives multi-time service of an offline storage, which lets the signer to reprocess offline by recalculation the data 

in polynomial time, against one-time service in all preceding online-offline signature schemes. As facts of a 

realism and viability of a proposed scheme is used in a wireless sensor network milieu, we give the achievement 

result of the proposed scheme. 

 

KEYWORDS: wireless sensor network, identity-typed signature, online-offline signature, authentication 

services.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The wireless sensor network is contained locative distributed independent devices to considerately 

monitor conditions, for example pressure, temperature, motion at diverse locations. There are various 

possible uses for wireless sensor network. For instance used in commercial uses to monitor 

information that is hard to monitor using wired sensors. They are also moved in wilds areas; where 

they are stay in process without want to substitute the power supply.  

Wireless sensor network is weak against different attacks because of the environment of wireless 

communication. For instance, in data lines where sensors gather information and send them to base 

station, it must be certain that the collected information are real and have not been changed in 

broadcast to prevent failure of the employees. For instance [1] the health care system where data 

regarding elderly people are sent from sensor to base station. The authenticity of information sent by 

sensors is vital in those systems since have grave cost for the citizens in serious circumstances. As 

sensors have limited resources in terms of communication, giving genuineness in wireless sensor 

network dissimilar than conventional network security. This needs power-saving cryptography to 

support wireless sensor network security. The advantage can get from using public key encryption 

scheme to simplify necessary services with key delivery to decreases broadcast power. 

One important issue must be resolved to use public key encryption in wireless sensor network is to 

construct the public key infrastructure to create the trusted identity. The public key infrastructure for 

wireless sensor network is important to build [2]. In this paper, we give information authentication 

services and identity-typed signature schemes for other users to check signatures that the signer 

produced. The Id-typed encryption, presented by Shamir [3], removed the need for verifying the 

validity of certificates. The private key calculates from the master private key for the users. This 

characteristic prevents the condition of using certificates and connects a public key to every user 

within the scheme. In the case of Id-typed signature, checking takes an identity together with a 

message and signature as input and implements the scheme straight. This is dissimilar from the 

conventional public key encryption, while the extra certificate checking scheme is required which is 

equal to the operation of two signatures checking. Identity-typed encryption might mostly be 
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appropriate for wireless sensor network. The lack of certificate reduces the costly certificate checking 

process. Also, if there is a new node added to the network. This can really decrease communication 

and calculation cost, which is an important issue in the wireless sensor network.  

The idea of online-offline signature scheme was presented by Goldreich and Micali [4]. It performs a 

signature generation in two stages. The first stage is performed offline and the second stage is 

performed online. In wireless sensor network, the offline stage can be carried out at the base station, 

while the online stage is performed in the wireless sensor network node. The online stage is very 

quick, and can be achieved efficiently even on the vulnerable processor, such as the node in wireless 

sensor network. Goldreich-Micali introduced a method to change the signature to online-offline 

signature scheme. But, the scheme is not practical because it adds to the length of a signature. Shamir-

Tauman [5] introduced the method for online-offline signature scheme. Also, their scheme is not 

practical. Certain solid scheme has been presented in [6] and demonstrated secure without random 

oracle.  

In this paper, we introduce a secure online-offline Id-typed signature scheme which is appropriate for 

wireless sensor network. It has the following characteristics: 

1. In the random oracle should be secure. 

2. Compare with two existed schemes it needs less computing time and less storage cost. 

3. It does not need the pairing process in signature generation and verification. Thus, the 

proposed scheme can be easily executed in wireless sensor network nodes.  

4. It appropriate for node-to-node communication in wireless sensor network  

5. It makes offline data to be re-usable. It means that the signer is not needed to execute the 

offline method each time if needs to sign a new message.  

6. The offline signing method is not needed any private data from a signer. It can be made by 

any trusted authority involving the public key generation. This is useful for the wireless 

sensor network node as the base station. This can save many communication bandwidths. 

The remaining of this paper is organized as follow. We describe the related works in Section 2. The 

proposed scheme is discussed in Section 3, followed by the security and performance analysis in 

Section 4and the paper is concluded in Section 5. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

There are only two existed Id-typed online and offline signature schemes. The first was presented by 

Xu, et al. in 2006 [7]. In their scheme, the signer requires to carry out the offline stage each time if 

needs to construct the signature. This means that the offline signature can be utilized only one time 

and it cannot be reprocessed. When we use this scheme into wireless sensor network, it becomes not 

practical because, the offline stage is made at the base station; involves that sensors require to return 

to the base station each time to find the next offline signature. Also, the verification of Xu, et al. 

scheme needs the pairing process, which is costly computing process for the sensor node and makes 

the signature scheme is not suitable for node-to-node signature in wireless sensor network. Later, it 

was discovered by Li et al. [8] that the Xu, et al. scheme is forgeable. The second was introduced by 

Liu et.al in 2010 [9]. One of the properties of this scheme is that it gives multi-time use of the offline 

storage, which lets the signer to reuse the offline pre-computed data in polynomial time. It means that 

the signer is not needed to perform the offline stage each time if needs to sign the new message. 

However, there is no secure identity-typed online-offline signature scheme presented so far. 

III. THE PROPOSED ID-TYPED SIGNATURE SCHEME 

In this section, we describe the proposed scheme. It has the following protocols: 

 

Setup Protocol: This protocol contains the following steps:  

1. Suppose that G  is the multiplicative group of prime order q   

2. The private key generator chooses the arbitrary generator Gg  

3. It arbitrarily selects *
qZk  .  
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4. Compute qgf k mod  

5. Assume that *)1,0(: qZh  is a secure hash function  

6. The public parameters are ),,,,( hfgqGe  

7. The master secret key is kd   

 

Extract Protocol: To generate a private key for identity Id. The protocol should do the following steps:  

1. The private key generator randomly chooses *
qZl   

2. Find qgw l mod   

3. Find qkIdwhlp mod),(  

4. The user private key is ),( pw  

5. The properly generated private key must satisfy qfwg Idwhp mod),(   (1) 

 

Offline Sign Protocol: In offline protocol the signer should do the following steps:  

1. Find 
i

gni
2'   for 1||,...,0  qi  

2. Do not need to know the message and the private key.  

 

Online Sign Protocol: In the online protocol, the signer should do the following steps:  

1. Choose arbitrarily *
qZj  

2. Assume ][ij  be the thi   bit of j  

3. Assume that | )|,...,1( q to be the set of indices where 1][ ij  

4. Find 




ji

inn '
1  

5. Find ),,( mwnhu   

6. Find qpujz mod  

7. The signature is ),,( zwn  

 

Verify Protocol: To check the signature ),,( zwn  the verifier should do the following: 

1. Find ),,( mwnhu   

2. Verify qfnwg Idwhuuz mod),(                               (2)  

3. If yes accept it. Else reject it 

 

Correctness 

We have   ),( Idwhuu fnw   

              ),( Idwhukulj ggg   

              )),(( kIdwhlujg   

              pujg   

              zg  

 

Remarks 
1. The offline signing phase can be implemented by any trusted authority as no private data is 

included. If we set the offline signing phase as part of the process which is performed by the 

private key generation, the proposed scheme can be consider as the standard identity-typed 

signature scheme with efficient signing method that is not need any exponentiation. 

2. It is potential to revoke node private keys in different ways. For instance, one can add 

expiration-date to an identity, so the private key connected with an identity [10]. Also, the 

base station can keep the revocation list on the compromised nodes, which hold the R values.  
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IV. SECURITY AND EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS 

In this section we will consider the security and the performance analysis of the proposed scheme. 

 

4.1 Security Analysis 

Suppose that there is the forger A. We create the algorithm B that utilize by A to find discrete 

logarithm problem. The algorithm B is given the primitive group G with primitive g and prime order q , 

and the group element Gt . The algorithm B should compute qZa  where tg a  . 

Setup: The algorithm B  should do the following: 

1. Select a secure hash function qZh *)1,0(: , which similar to the random oracle. 

2. Find tf   

3. Send a public key ),,,,( hfgqGe  to A  

Extraction Oracle: This protocol contains two phases which are as follows: 

The first phase: The hacker A should do the following step: 

1. Permit the query taking out oracle for the identity Id   

The second phase: The algorithm B should do the following steps: 

1. Select randomly qZba ,   

2. Compute ba gfw   

3. Compute bp   

4. Compute aIdwh ),(  

5. Determine ),( pw as a private key of Id  

6. Keep the result of )),(,,( IdIdwhpw in the table. 

Signing Oracle: This protocol contains two phases which are as follows: 

The first phase: The hacker A should do the following step: 

1. Check the signing oracle for m and Id  

The second phase: The algorithm B should do the following steps: 

1. Verify if Id has been checked for a random oracle 

2.  If yes, recovers )),(,,( Idwhpw from the table  

3. Sign a message m by the signing method.  

4. Determine the signature ),,( zwn for the message m  

5. Keep the result ),,( mwnh  in the hash table.  

6. Implement the taking out oracle and use the related private key to sign the message 

Output Calculation: This protocol contains two phases which are as follows: 

The first phase: The hacker A should do the following step: 

1. Determine the forged signature ),,( *
1

** zwns on message *m and identity *Id   

The second phase: The algorithm B should do the following steps: 

1. The hacker A return to the point ),,( *** mwnh  

2. Provide with a dissimilar value.  

The hacker A should do the following step: 

1. Compute a new pair of signature ),,( *
2

***
2 zwns   

The algorithm B should do the following steps: 

1. Find ),,( *
3

***
3 zwns   

2. Reminder that *n and *w must be the same each time  

 

Remarks: 

1. Assume that 321 ,, ooo  are the result of a random oracle ),,( *** mwnh .  

2. By qZykl ,,  represent discrete logarithm of nZw ,,  as wg l  , fg k  and ng j   
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3. From formula (2), we have qIdwhkolojz iii mod),( **  for 3,2,1i  

4. In these formulas, only kjl ,,  are unknown to the algorithm B   

5. Hacker can find these value and result k as the answer of a discrete logarithm problem 

 

4.2 Efficiency Analysis 

The exponentiation is the same as point multiplication in elliptic curve scheme and multiplication is 

the same as point addition in elliptic curve scheme. As 160-bit elliptic curve scheme key uses more or 

less the same level of security as 1024-bit RSA, we can apply the proposed scheme using elliptic 

curve scheme by ||160|| Gq  and can be as short as 160 in the best case by selecting proper curve [11]. 

We apply the following comparison with other systems. 

We compare the efficiency of the proposed system with other Id-typed online-offline systems that are 

Shamir-Tauman [5] and Xu, et al [7]. These schemes are not given the multi-time service of the 

online-offline schemes. We indicate C to the computing cost of operation. Also we indicate by P the 

pairing operation,  an exponentiation in G ,   the multiplication in G , and 'm a modular 

multiplication in *
qZ . Table 1 illustrates the comparison of computing cost. The h , indicates the hash 

operation which needs no less than one exponentiation. The gs , and vs denote a signature generation 

and verification, which need as a minimum one exponentiation for every operation. Also, 

vcert indicates the certificate verification, which also needs no less than one exponentiation. 

Also, Table 1 illustrates the comparison of offline storage cost and length of the signature. For 

example, || q  and || G are both 160 bits. The || s  indicated the size of the digital signature which is as 

minimum 160 bits. The || c  indicated the size of the digital certificate which is no less than 320 bits. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of Computing Cost 

 

 Scheme [5] Scheme [7]  Proposed Scheme 

Online (one-time) 'm  'm  'm  

Online (multi-time) - '2|)(| mMqO   
'| )(| mMqO   

Offline (one-time) )()( gsChC   '2 m  0 

Offline (multi-time) - 2|| q  0 

Verification )()()( vv cCsChC   MP 22  M2  

Offline storage (one-

time)         bits

csq

800

||||||2




 

bits

qG

640

||2||2




 

bits

qG

320

||||




 

Offline storage (multi-

time) 

- 

kbytes

Gq

4.6

||||2




 

kbytes

Gq

2.3

||||




 

Size of signature 

bits

csq

640

||||||




 

bits

qG

480

||||2




 

bits

qG

480

||||2




 

 

From the table 1, we can claim that the introduced scheme is more efficient than Shamir-Tauman 

scheme. But, if we compare it with the Xu, et al. scheme, we get around 50% enhancements over 

space and computing efficiency in both the online-offline stage. Also, in the proposed scheme the 

offline stage can be made by the private key generator, the signer is not has any computing cost in the 

offline stage while the Xu, et al. scheme needs more than 320  operations. The most important 

enhancement concentrates on signature verification. We do not need any pairing operation whereas 

the Xu, et al. scheme needs. It is mainly proper for the wireless sensor network milieu where the 

sensor node is not have sufficient computing power for the pairing operation.  

V. CONCLUSION  
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We introduced a secure online-offline Id-typed signature scheme which is not needed any certificate 

to be added to a signature for verification, and is not needed the pairing operation in both signature 

generation and verification. Also, the proposed offline signing algorithm is not needed the private key. 

This is an important benefit in wireless sensor network since it can reduce any transmission between 

the sensor node and the base station, which is believed a costly issue in the wireless sensor network. 

The size of this offline data is around 160 bits. It can be signing the few messages. But, if the sensor 

needs signing thousand of messages, these 160 bits are small. Thus the proposed scheme is 

appropriate for large scale network. 
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